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4

Abstract5

Requirement engineering is the most important process in software development life cycle.6

Quality assurance in requirement engineering has a great impact on the product quality. It7

checks whether the requirements meet the desired quality attributes i.e. adequacy,8

completeness, consistency etc. Quality Assurance of the requirement is important because the9

cost of requirements failure is very high. The proposed research is based on the survey of the10

quality assurance in requirement engineering. The major focus of this research paper is to11

analyze the quality parameters which assure the overcome of the issues related to the12

requirements. The research papers include brief overview of those parameters.13

14

Index terms— requirement engineering, quality assurance, models, artifact -based requirements, TSLA,15
laquso.16

1 I. Introduction17

uality Assurance ensures that the product manufactured is without defects. For this, the quality of the18
requirements should be fulfilled. Quality Assurance must be done in requirement engineering process, so that19
the most valuable requirements should be added. The Quality Assurance of Requirements is much important, as20
it is said by Boehm and Basili;21

”Finding and fixing a software problem after delivery is often 100 times more expensive than finding and fixing22
it during the requirements and design phase.”23

This research work is based on a survey related to the quality assurance in requirement engineering. The24
analysis of different on the perspective of different research paper is done using different parameters like quality,25
feasibility, maintainability, understanding, reusability etc. Each research paper has its own perspective to verify26
the quality of requirements. The evaluation criteria are given in the TABLE 1, for comparing effects of differrent27
parameters that are discuss in analysis. Brief sumaries of each survey papers are also mentioned below.28

2 II. Experiences on Analysis of29

Requirements Quality ??1] Requirement engineering is the most important and critical process in the software30
development life cycle. The quality of the system depends on the quality of requirements that are difficult31
to recognize in requirements development phase but it has a great impact on the product quality. This32
paper proposed a method known as LaQuSo Software Product Certification Model for certifying the quality33
of requirements specification. This method explains three different certification criteria for all product areas;34
Completeness of the required elements, Uniformity of the product area should be with respect to standards,35
Conformance of the elements should be according to the property that is subject of the certification. These all36
criteria focus on the verification of the requirements.37

3 III. Assessing the Quality of Software38

Requirement Specification [2] In the initial stage it is difficult to determine whether the SRS will provide the39
final product. So, a quality model is needed known as Goal-Question-Matric (GQM) method. This paper gives40
the outline of researchers plan related to GQM, their findings, and finally proves that their quality assessment41
helps in the project success.42

IV. Improvement of Quality of Software Requirements with Requirements Ontology ??3] Requirements43
elicitation is the most difficult task in requirement engineering. The quality and the quantity of elicit requirements44
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8 XIV. QUALITY ASSESSMENT METHOD FOR

depend on both analysts ability and his domain knowledge of the target system. This paper helps in the45
improvement of quality and quantity of the elicit requirements using requirements ontology model. This paper46
checks the correctness, completeness and quality of the requirements.47

V. Applying Case-based Reasoning to Software Requirements Specifications Quality Analysis System [4] This48
paper focuses on the quality of the prepare software requirement specification. The technique used is Software49
Quality Assurance audit to check whether the required standards and procedures within this phase are followed50
or not. This technique checks whether the requirements are complete, modifiable, consistent, ranked, correct,51
unambiguous, understandbleandtraceable. The case-based Reasoning technique is used to check the quality of52
requirements with respect to the previous quality based cases.53

Requirement engineering process is volatile. This paper developed a model that support the new artifact based54
philosophy. This approach helps in the improvements in syntactic and the semantic quality of created artifacts.55
This approach defines the reference model of the artifacts for development process. This paper also showed the56
increase in the completeness and consistency of artifact and also their flexibility.57

VII. What you Need is What you Get! the Vision of View-based Requirements Specifications ??6] This paper58
worked on the improvement of high quality SRS that fit the particular requests for progressive record stakeholders.59
For the quality of requirements, its data and the system function and interaction, viewpoints of architectural60
experts, goals description and technical requirements are most important artefacts.61

4 VIII. Defects in Natural Language62

Requirement Specifications at Mercedes-Benz: an Investigation using Acombination of Legacy Data and Expert63
Opinion ??7] This paper works on the study of natural language of Software Requirement Specification. With64
respect to the quality model, the results obtained are: defect in natural language of SRS in automotive domain; for65
defect extremity, the associations of quality parameters; signs on the handling quality parameters; time needed66
information for defect association on the basis of quality parameters. The results ensure that the important67
quality parameters in investigated NL parameters are completeness, consistency and correctness.68

IX. Foreword Quality in Agile Methods [8] This paper worked on many different methods and views related to69
the quality of agile methods. The discoveries of these investigations assist developers, researchers and managers,70
in this agile method field. The discoveries are made to understand how to reduce the issues of quality while71
working on this method.72

X. A Framework of Software Requirements Quality Analysis System using Case-based Reasoning and Neural73
Network ??9] This paper worked in the improvement of quality analysis process of Software Requirement74

Specification.75
It ensures that the Software Requirement Specification document must have some standards. Further,76

the analysis of SRS qualityis done by using Neural Network (ANN) and CBR techniques.CBR works in the77
improvement of quality by the reference of past experiences. ANN also works with CBR.78

5 XI. A Process Improvement in79

Requirement Verification and Validation using Ontology ??10] After developing the system, the verification and80
validation is always done but still there are issues of stakeholders in different domains. The problem arises81
in the verification and validation of requirement which are difficult activities in requirement engineering. This82
paper works on removing the conflicts of requirements, their consistencies and recognizing the failure due to83
requirements. These goals are achieved by ontology which is also used for the verification and validation of84
requirements.85

6 XII. It’s the Activities, Stupid! a New86

Perspective on Re Quality [11] Requirement engineering is the important process in System Development. Its87
Quality must be ensured for testing, development and other software activeties. This paper introduces a context-88
specific Requirement Engineering artifacts Quality and explain how the quality parameters of RE artefacts affect89
the activities of development.90

7 XIII. Software Quality Control Via exit91

Criteria Methodology: An Industrial Experience Report [12] This paper introduces the Exit Criteria Methodology.92
This methodology helps in vast financial systems to improve the quality of the system from the beginning of a93
SCRUM sprint to the end. As a wholeprocess control of quality, the methodology is executed from the quality94
plan to the quality review.95

8 XIV. Quality Assessment Method for96

Software Requirements Specifications based on Document characteristics and Its Structure [13] In this research it97
is presented that in software development process quality of SRS should be maintained. For this process different98
assessment methods are used by keeping in mind the three characteristics of SRS unambiguous variable and99
modifiable because it is necessary to satisfy the customers.100
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9 XV. Security Assurance Requirements101

Engineering ??stare) for Trustworthy Service level Agreements [14] In this research through two case studies it102
is discussed that how STARE is effective in real world by evaluating that STARE from different techniques and103
easement criteria and how TSLA can be used to achieve TSLA can be used to achieve the trust worthless service.104

10 XVI. Does Quality of Requirements105

Specifications Matter? Combined Results of Two Empirical Studies ??15] Quality of SRS depends on efficient106
and effectiveness of quality assurance and by two correlations it is proved that SRS is less used for communication107
because of it defects. In future it is necessary to document SRS on certain degree.108

11 XVII. Naming the Pain in Requirements109

Engineering [16] This paper explains that for better quality requirements, human interaction is important110
for elicitation regardless of project type and company size. For this standard process models and certifiable111
improvement standards are used. There is not necessary to use agile or non-agile methods for better quality. It112
is actually the way to solve the problems. The problem itself manifest in different ways.113

12 XVIII. Quality Assurance of Component114

based Software Systems ??17] On this latest technology our software’s and web based applications are more115
complicated and with complex coding. Quality Assurance also maintains and reduces more work effort and also116
helps organization to develop application in the right path from the initial stage to the ending point.117

13 XIX. Assessing the Quality of Software118

Requirements Specifications for Automotive Software Systems [18] In this paper we conclude that SRS can be119
depend on the software or application we need to develop. There some types of SRS std. IEEE 830 to 1998.120
Several standards organizations including the IEEE have identified some points during designing and writing121
an SRS; Interfaces, Functional Capabilities, Performance Levels, Data Structures/Elements, Safety, Reliability,122
Security/Privacy, Quality, Constraints and Limitations.123

ding to experts Q. A reduce 50% effort in final stage. It also helps developers and also help to track any bug.124
By applying all Q.A methodology you can also improve your application efficiency.125

14 XXI. How Artifacts Support and Impede126

Requirements Communication ??20] In this we collect information from different recourses that artificial mapping127
is not suitable for all types of project because in some cases it will be costly according to other, it should be128
suitable for linking bases modules.129

15 XXII. Analysis of Quality Parameters for Requirements a)130

Feasibility131

The requirements must be feasible in perspective of the financial plan, timetable, and innovation limitations132

16 b) Comprehensibility133

The definition of requirements must be intelligible by the general population who need to utilize them.134

17 c) Good Structuring135

The document of the requirements ought to be composed as it were that highlights the auxiliary connections136
among its components137

18 d) Modifiability138

It ought to be conceivable to change, adjust, develop, or contract the document of the requirements through139
adjustments that are as nearby as could reasonably be expected140

19 e) Traceability141

The setting in which a thing of the requirements archive was made, adjusted, or utilized ought to be anything142
but difficult to recover. Such setting ought to incorporate the method of reasoning for creation, adjustment, or143
utilize.144

20 f) Efficiency145

The requirements should be efficient that is they must fulfill the functionality and they also help in increasing146
the performance of the product.147
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21 g) Correctness148

The requirements that are going to be implemented must be correct. They must be related to the functionality149
of the product.150

22 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology151

Volume XVII Issue I Version I According to my opinion Q.A is most important part it plays as a back bone of152
any application. Accor153

23 h) Completeness154

The requirements that are going to implemented must be complete.155

24 XXIII. Conclusion156

The paper discusses different factors to improve the quality of the product from the initial stage Quality Assurance157
in Requirement Engineering that is requirement engineering. Different models like LaQuSo, ANN, CBR and158
many more are introduced for checking different quality parameters including correctness, completeness etc. The159
feasibility, comprehendsbility, Modifiability, good structuring, completeness etc. are the parameters that effect160
quality of requirements and by analyzing them a better quality of requirements can be achieved. For better161
quality product, the requirements must be of better quality.162
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2

No. ParametersDescription Value
1. Feasibility Requirements are easy to use Yes, No
2. Comprehensibility Requirements are understandable to other people Yes, No
3. Good Structuring Requirements are well structured and have links among its elements Yes, No
4. Modifiability Requirements are revisable and adaptable. Yes, No
5. Traceability Easy to trace the requirements Yes, No
6. Efficiency Requirements fulfill the functionality. Yes, No
7. Correctness Checks whether the requirements are correct. Yes, No
8. Completeness Checks whether the requirements are com-

plete.
Yes/No

Figure 2: Table 2 :
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